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Neeley: Tennesseeʼs
unemployment recovery
will take a lot of time

By James Nix
Staff Writer
While the bleeding of jobs has stopped, the
state’s labor commissioner said healing the
wound of unemployment in Tennessee will be a
slow process.
Department of Labor and Workforce
Development Commissioner James Neeley said
a full recovery could hinge on the trickle-down
effect initiated by a few major construction projects tentatively scheduled across the state.
September numbers, the latest to be reported,
set the seasonally adjusted state unemployment
rate at 10.5 percent down 0.2 percentage point
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from August.
“It looks like even
with all of the positive
factors that I see in the
state about people
going back to work and
so forth, it’s going to be
a slow process,” Neeley
said.
“It’s going to continue to be a drain on our
unemployment trust
fund, and we’re probably going to see unemJames G. Neeley ployment still in double
figures all the way
through the second quarter next year.”
Neeley said some predictors indicate the

See Neeley on Page 10

Patient readers stood in lines that wrapped around the halls of the Main Library waiting to
hear a free public lecture from Pulitzer-Prize winning historian Doris Kearns Goodwin. In
photo at right, the author, left, is with Library Foundation Director Tari Hughes.

Bravo Co. ʻbrothersʼ reunite,
remember fallen comrades
By Sandy Campbell
Editor
It all began as a young man’s
attempt to better understand
his favorite uncle’s Vietnam
war experience.
It eventually became one
part of a larger project that has
touched the lives of hundreds
of people from all over the U.S.
and has helped renew friendships interrupted as much as 40
years ago.
Steve Pipes was 8 years old
in 1968 when he went with his
family to take his uncle Keith
Settles to the airport. Army
Staff
Sgt.
Settles,
of
Gainesboro, Tenn., was leaving
to join the 1st Cavalry Division
in South Vietnam.
Upon his return the following year, he brought his nephew
a replica 1st Cav uniform which
Pipes treasured. He didn’t, however, have much to say about his
war experiences.
Settles enrolled at Tennessee
Tech in Cookeville, graduated

Veterans Day 2009

and eventually started his own
business selling cleaning chemicals for metal pretreatment in
Clinton, Miss. He did pretty
well and travelled a good deal,
sometimes stopping to visit the
Pipes family in Nashville.
In 1993 Pipes and his wife
Deborah went to Mississippi to
visit Settles and for the first
time the veteran was willing to
discuss Vietnam. He showed
Pipes two albums of photographs and seemed to enjoy
telling stories about the young
men shown mugging for the
camera back in the ’60s.
“About half way through he
went from being light-hearted
to real serious,” Pipes said. “It
was almost as if he was getting
angry. He started to tell me
about some of the guys who had
been lost in the battle of
Angel’s Wing.”

See Veterans on Page 3

Literary Award becoming major Nashville event
Photo by Sandy Campbell

By Sandy Campbell
Editor
For what has become a
major annual event for
Nashville, the awarding of the
Nashville
Public
Library
Literary Award, an overflow
crowd packed the Main
Library Saturday morning to
hear historian/author Doris
Kearns Goodwin.
The free public lecture drew
so many that the library had to
open “overflow rooms” where
those without tickets could
watch Goodwin on a large
screen.
While some 250 people saw

Goodwin live, another 400 or so
wound up in the overflow
rooms. Library Director Donna
Nicely said the crowd speaks
well for Nashville as a city of
readers.
Although she discussed her
personal working relationship
with Lyndon Johnson and her
earlier works, the bulk of her
talk was about her latest book,
“A Team of rivals: The political Genius of
Abraham
Lincoln.”
She said Lincoln is “more
relevant for us in terms of
leadership wherever we are.”
Goodwin told the audience

E-MAIL news@gcanews.com

she faced a challenge in finding
a new way to relate to Lincoln,
a historical figure that has
inspired more than a thousand
books.
At first she said she thought
it could be approached the
same way she dealt with
Franklin
and
Eleanor
Roosevelt, but soon learned
that Mary Todd Lincoln was
hardly the active and interesting partner that Mrs. Roosevelt
had been.
When she settled on focusing on Lincoln’s cabinet, she

See Goodwin on Page 9
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Veterans ...
From Page One

Pipes said Settles told details
about the battle. The direction
from which they were attacked
put half of the company in a
crossfire. By orders of command, half of the company
could only watch helplessly as
the other half was overrun.
They were unable to fire, without inflicting “friendly casualties.” The battle took place on
the
Cambodian
border
overnight on a flat plain (technically, it was a rice patty)
under bright moonlight. Half of
the 112 U.S. soldiers were overwhelmed by a Division of North
Vietnamese estimated, by official sources, to be 500 to 600
strong. The U.S. casualties were
severe.
Pipes was glad his uncle was
finally sharing some of his
Vietnam story but didn’t press
him for many details. He looked
forward to other conversations
in the coming years.
But it wasn’t to be. Big hearted, gregarious, Keith Settles
died a few months later.
But Pipes wanted to know
more about this horrific battle
at Angel’s Wing (so-called
because of the shape of the
Cambodian border at that
point). But to his surprise, there
seemed to be nothing written
about the battle.
For about seven years Pipes
periodically
searched
the
Internet and various military
books for information but had
no luck. Then in 2001 he found
two Internet “buddy listings” –
people searching for veterans
who had been in Settle’s platoon. Pipes was ecstatic.
One of them refused to discuss the battle, and the other,
Jerry Rohr of Raymond, Wash.,
said he didn’t remember a
“Keith Settles.” (Later, Pipes
would discover that his Uncle
Keith, whose first name was
Howard, was known as “Big

Howie” by his comrades and
was indeed well remembered.)
But Rohr would eventually
prove to be the source of much
information. He had gone on
Rest and Recuperation leave in
Okinawa just before the battle
so he wasn’t there for the fighting, but in 2004 he had a book
published that provided graphic details of the battle, put
together from accounts of menwho survived.
The book, “Lives on Hold,”
published by PublishAmerica
in Baltimore, is a very wellwritten personal account of
Rohr’s attempt to deal with the
live-changing experiences of
war and the ironic loss of a son
on the anniversary date, March
9, of the Angel’s Wing battle.
Pipes, who is his family’s historian, was able to retrieve the
photo albums his uncle had
shown him back in 1993. His
late uncle’s girlfriend had held
onto them.
He decided that he needed to
share the photos with members
of his family, but also with the
veterans and their families as
well. He launched his Web site,
www.penandsaber.com/1stCav
B25 with those pictures, asking
people to help identify those he
could not.
Today his Web site is growing as 1st Cav vets have sent
their own photos. He is in regular correspondence with vets all
over the country. The site also
contains a casualty report and
after action reports that give
official information about the
events he had so much trouble
confirming when he started
out. Due to the work of Pipes
and others, the roster has
grown to include more than 450
men that served in Co.B, 2/5,
from 1964 to 1972, when the company returned home. Since
then, many of the men have
rekindled long lost friendships,
and have started having regular
reunions. Pipes said “it has
been beautiful to watch the
healing and closure it has
brought to these men.”
Rohr first organized a pla-
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Related story
on Page 6
toon reunion for six veterans in
2002 in Sacramento. He held two
more, in Denver in 2004 and in
San Antonio in 2006. There
were a total of three reunions
in 2006, including one in
Nashville, where Steve Pipes
finally had the opportunity to
meet some of the men who
served with his uncle.

A member of Bravo Company took this photo of the landscape
near Angelʼs Wing. The tree line in the distance is probably
Cambodia from where the North Vietnamese came in force.
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At left is Larry (Augie) Underwood of West Union, S.C. in
1969. At right a bearded Underwood is shown with Steve
Pipes at the Nashville reunion in 2006.
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Ads in The News get RESULTS

DINNER SUGG
ESTIONS
INSALATE
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letto di frisee, no
ci tostate,
pecorino e riduzion
e di vino - Duck co
nfit on a bed
of frisee lettuce, toa
sted walnuts, peco
rino cheese,
sherry vinaigrette
and red wine reduc
tion
PASTE E RISOTTI
Spaghetti alla bo
lognese di vitell
o e manzo Spaghetti in our cla
ssic veal and beef
meat sauce.
CARNE E PESCE
Salmone selvatico
dell’Alaska, caroti
ne e broccoletti
- Baked wild Al
askan salmon, ba
by carrots and
broccolini
Petto di pollo al
rosmarino, aspara
gi e salsa di
funghi al tartufo
- Marinated rosem
ary chicken
breast with aspara
gus in a truffle mu
shrooms sauce.

Lunch Daily

LUNCH & DINNER
Tue. - Sat. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Sun. - Mon.11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
BRUNCH
Sat.-Sun. 11 a.m. to 3 p.m

From:

11am

A vetʼs emotional
Nashville weekend
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Brunch...
Saturday & Sunday

902 20th Avenue So. • 615-760-5932
giovanninashville.com

From:

11am to 3pm

DIRECTIONS:
Located in the Vanderbilt
area on 20th Ave. So.
between South Street and
the Boundry restaurants.
Two doors up from the
former Mario’s.

By Joe Luster
Cincinnati, Ohio
One evening during late
February or early March of
2006 I received a phone call
wanting to know if this was Joe
Luster who was B2/5 of the 1st
Cav when they did the
Cambodian invasion.
It was John Schmit from
Iowa, my platoon medic who
patched me up before the medivac picked me up. I had not seen
or talked to him since that day
in Cambodia 36 years earlier. He
had been contacted by Donnie
Hill from Chattanooga, Tenn.
Donnie had been in touch with
Shorty (Russ McKinney) from
Jackson, S.C.
After several phone calls
between the four of us we started looking for more of our comrades. We set up a private Web
site so we could have a central
place to track our progress. We
started talking about getting
together as we were locating
more guys.
About May we decided to get
together in Nashville, Tenn.,
just after Labor Day.
(Although the four had only
sought to find members of their
platoon, they “did not know
where to draw the line” and
wound up including anyone who
served in Bravo Company in

Vietnam.)
When September came we
had 33 Bravo vets plus wives
and friends collect in Nashville.
It was the most emotional weekend I have spent in my life. It
was every emotion I believe
known to mankind felt that
weekend. When we left I drove
past Louisville, Ky., before my
eyes were finally dry.
The following year I hosted a
reunion here in Cincinnati with
54 guys plus family and firends.
In 2008 we had a reunion just
outside Chicago. This past
September we got together
again in Louisville. Each year
our group becomes larger.
Next May on the weekend
after Mother’s Day our group is
getting together in Chattanooga
for the 40th anniversary of the
Cambodian invasion.
Some of our comrades want
nothing to do with us when we
find them. We understand their
feelings and just back away, but
let them know we are here if
they change their minds. ... We
were a band of brothers four
decades ago and still understand the bond combat veterans
have. Our unit has seen more
than its share of action in
Vietnam. ... I am proud that in
1969 I went to Vietnam, not
Woodstock or Canada.

Cooper votes yes to force Senate action
U.S. Rep. Jim Cooper was one
of two Tennessee Democrats to
vote for the House Health Care

bill Saturday, November 7.
Prior to the vote Cooper sent
out a press release explaining
why he had decided to support
the bill, which he termed “deeply
flawed.”
“My vote is not an endorsement of all the provisions of the
bill because I find much of the
bill to be deeply flawed,” he
wrote. “There is little chance
that H.R. 3962 will become law
due to the long legislative
process.
“My reason for voting yes is to
advance the cause of health care
reform by forcing the Senate to
act. Without passage of this
House bill, the Senate could
delay reform indefinitely. That
would be the worst possible outcome because our current
health-care system is not sustainable. Congress needs to pass
good health legislation in the
next few months for the good of
the country.
“Passing legislation is a little
like writing a term paper in
school. The first draft is usually
not very good. The second draft
is better – H.R. 3962 is the second
draft. The bill that the Senate
will vote on will be the third
draft, which I expect to show
major improvement. The final
draft will be written next month
when the House and the Senate
vote on the same bill.”
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Green Hills
partnership marks
its 10th anniversary

By Mary Jon Hicks TGHAP Chairman and Co-Founder
The Green Hills Action
Partners (TGHAP), pronounced
TEE Gap, is approaching its
10th Anniversary. This grassroots organization of businesses, developers and neighbors
has worked together for a
decade with Metro Planning
and other Metro Departments
to enhance the aesthetics, cohesiveness and mobility of the
Green Hills Business District.
Many positive changes have
occurred in Green Hills since
the organization was formed.
Our group is unique in that
it’s the only organization devoted specifically to the Green
Hills Business District. Each
quarterly meeting is filled with
information relevant to the
needs of Green Hills. The
group’s work addresses traffic,
sidewalks, new developments,
trees, green space, litter, sign
clutter, crosswalks, bus shelters, clean creeks, crime prevention, graffiti, greenways and the
list goes on and on.
Like other areas of the city,
Green Hills Business District is
growing. Developers see the
opportunities. TGHAP’s mission is to achieve positive urban
planning and design solutions
for the district. We accomplish
that mission by raising community awareness and serving as
liaison between developers,
businesses, neighbors and
Government.
Our community and the
developers both benefit when
we work our plans together.
Two popular issues that
TGHAP works on are traffic
congestion and sidewalk connectivity. These two issues are
often inter-related, as sidewalks
allow shoppers a way to walk to
several stores without having to
get back into their cars. If sidewalks are safe, attractive and
connect to the places where people need to go and would like to
walk, they will be used. We are
seeing more and more nice sidewalks in use in Green Hills.
As for traffic congestion,
TGHAP stays in close communication with Metro Public
Works, as well as the Tennessee
Department of Transportation
(TDOT). We are happy to report
that improvements are always
being made by both departments and discussions continue. It’s important to note also
that traffic improvements take
time and money. Partnerships

between private and public entities are often necessary to make
good things happen. TGHAP
frequently facilitates these partnerships.
Here are a few examples
where cooperation worked: The
Mall at Green Hills, Bedford
Commons, Regal Cinemas,
Hampton Inn, Hill Center and
most recently Hillsboro Plaza,
where the developer gave the
public a chance to vote on the
new Donut Den sign before a
decision was made. These cooperative efforts create win-win
situations.
Today, you’ll find pedestrian
friendly features happening all
over Green Hills. People are
noticing how a combination of
things can make a big difference. For example:
• Sidewalks don’t have to be
plain, straight concrete with
utility poles in them and leading nowhere, but can have interesting brick designs and tree
wells and connect to neighboring properties;
• Light poles don’t have to be
dingy steel gray. They can be
dark green with an architectural flair;
• Parking lots don’t have to be
open seas of asphalt. They can
be made less noticeable and
have attractive landscaping and
shade trees.
Over the years, TGHAP has
also coordinated many events to
encourage community spirit,
like the Green Hills Historic
Homecoming (people sharing
nostalgic stories), Celebrate!
Green Hills Days (a special
weekend for merchants to
thank customers), Holiday decorating contests (for shops and
stores), Green Hills Walk to
Lunch Day (to encourage walking) and Community cleanups
(showing pride.)
TGHAP membership has
nearly 300 members. The group
invites anyone who is interested in Green Hills Business
District’s growth and development to attend any of our
informative
meetings
and
become a part of the exciting
process.
A breakfast meeting on
November 17 will kick off the
anniversary celebration.
For more information, visit
TGHAP’s
Web
site
at
www.tghap.org.

VU Medical Center in TB Trials Consortium
Vanderbilt
University
Medical Center is participating
in an international consortium
to improve treatment of tuberculosis, one of the world’s most
persistent and deadly diseases,
killing 2 million people a year.
Two billion people – one third
of the world’s population – are
infected with the bacterium.
The Tuberculosis Trials
Consortium recently received
renewal funding from the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. Its goal is to shorten
the duration of treatment of
tuberculosis among people with
active disease who can spread it
to others and among those with
“latent” infection, to prevent
them from developing TB dis-

ease.
“Both could have a huge
impact on decreasing the global
TB burden,” said Timothy
Sterling, M.D., professor of medicine and principal investigator
at the Vanderbilt site, which will
receive $7 million from CDC over
the next 10 years – $510,000 in the
coming year.
The grant enables Vanderbilt
to expand collaborations with
the
Metro
Public
Health
Department, Meharry Medical
College, Metro General Hospital
and the Tennessee Department
of Health.
Sterling said Vanderbilt also
will collaborate with “one of the
preeminent universities in
South America,” Universidad

Peruana Cayetano Heredia in
Lima, Peru. Eduardo Gotuzzo,
M.D., is principal investigator of
the Lima site.
Sterling’s
co-investigators
include Vanderbilt research
nurse Amy Kerrigan, R.N.,
M.S.N.; Metro Health Director
William Paul, M.D., M.P.H., and
Alisa Haushalter, D.N.P., R.N.,
director of Metro’s Population
Health Bureau; Jon Warkentin,
M.D.,
M.P.H.,
director
of
Tennessee’s TB Elimination
Program, and state Laboratory
Services
assistant
director
Teresa Smith; and Vladimir
Berthaud, M.D., M.P.H., director
of the Division of Infectious
Diseases at Meharry.
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